Gt sts

Skip to main content. Related: gt lts gt rts vintage mountain bike gt xcr gt zaskar gt mountain
bike gt mtb schwinn homegrown gt full suspension proflex gt i drive gt lobo. Include
description. Frame Size. Aluminum 1 Items 1. Carbon Fiber 2 Items 2. Composite 1 Items 1. Not
Specified 1 Items 1. Men 1 Items 1. Unisex Adult 1 Items 1. Tire Type. Clincher Tires 1 Items 1.
Fat Tires 1 Items 1. Shifter Style. Thumb Shifter 1 Items 1. Trigger Shifter 1 Items 1. Number of
Speeds. Wheel Size. Bike Type. Mountain Bike 2 Items 2. Suspension Type. New Items Used 17
Items Not Specified 2 Items 2. Please provide a valid price range. Buying Format. All Listings
Accepts Offers Auction 2. Buy It Now Item Location. US Only. North America. Delivery Options.
Free International Shipping. Show only. Free Returns. Returns Accepted. Authorized Seller.
Completed Items. Sold Items. Authenticity Guarantee. More filters Any Free International
Shipping. Gallery View Customize. Buy It Now. Shipping not specified. Leave feedback about
your eBay search experience - opens in new window or tab. This page was last updated: Feb
Number of bids and bid amounts may be slightly out of date. See each listing for international
shipping options and costs. Contact Us. Order by:. Available to:. Sunn Obsys fork seals kit. Full
suspension, rock shox Details: Note: The red color of this frame renders a little bit orange in the
photos. It is red. Not orange. This is the later"banana" style frames with the crazy curved seat
tube. Some signs of use and bike rack loading scratches in the paint. But no cracks in the
frame. I do see one small ding in the top tube which I used lights to show in the pics of the top
tube Also some minor chain suck marks on the drive side chain stay. Size large. Measures 21"
from ctr of bottom bracket to top of the seat tube and 21" from center of seat tube to center of
head tube. Im a bike mechanic and I replaced the pivot bushings in the rear drop out pivots. The
suspension now cycles and works like new- with no free play or squeaks. Stock Rock Shock
Deluxe shock with lb spring. Takes a Shimano 73mm bottom bracket Frame geometry supports
a mm suspension fork v-brake studs Rear drop out spacing is mm Everything on this frame is in
great shape. BB threads and rear der. See my other listings for more vintage bike parts. I also
sell HS33 and HS22 Magura rim brake parts and complete rim brake sets in black and silver or
old school red. Flouro-yellow and school-bus yellow. Contact me if you need complete brakes,
boosters, bleed kits or parts. Bidding: Bidders that are new to E-Bay and have a feedback score
of less than 5. Please call me before bidding. My cell is fifty-two US. I will ship this anywhere on
Planet Earth as long as you pay the shipping. Shipping: Please note that my. Lts Gt sts bike
white bros fork carbon team mountain. This is a very lightly used gt Sts bike. This was gt top
line model at one time and sold for big bucks. The bike will need some TLC but its all there. It
has a mm white bros fork. Syncros big box wheels. Kore stem carbon bars. Bike is very lightly
used has been a project for some time. This is the real deal us made gt at the height of their
glory. Here's the perfect bike for the vintage Mountain Bike enthusiast. But not abused.
Recently tuned up. Everything works and no slop. Cash pickup only I have to click the paypal
option just to list Feel free to email with any questions. Please give me a few days to pack and
ship the bike securely possibly more than 3 days f3d. And it is in good overall condition. The
Carbon Fiber Frame is in excellent Brake levers and shifters work good. Front shock works
good with smooth action. Seat has small tear on left side. Tires are in fair condition. Handlebars
were cut to 22 inches wide. Lots of good parts here, or could easily be fixed up to full working
condition. Will be shipped in a Shipping Box from the Bike Shop and well packaged. Photos are
of t he exact item you are bidding on. Thanks for looking. For Shipping Costs to your location.
Enter your Zip Code in the Shipping Calculator. Payment Information PayPal payments only.
Bidders must have a PayPal account. And able to pay within 3 days of auction end. We only
ship to a confirmed PayPal address. Click on Shipping Tab for choices available. Items ship
within hours. We do not offer combined shipping. Returns All items are sold as-is. Returns are
only accepted if seller has made an error in the listing. You will only receive what is pictured
unless otherwise stated in the description. Item will be well wrapped and carefully packaged.
Thank you fo. While performing or parked by the side of the road! All of our vintage bicycles are
professionally cleaned. Tuned, tested before getting professionally packed. We inspect each
bike before listing for any defects. Newly redesign in with a full wrap carbon head tube that was
lighter and stronger than the previous models. GT STS. Full Shimano drivetrain. Shimano
brakes. Shimano shifters and the famous Rock Shox Coupe Deluxe shock. This Bike and has
been stored inside out of the sun since new and mostly bike path ridden. Never abused, and has
LOW use and mileage. She has a few scratches. Scrapes consistent with its age and light use.
None of this affects the bikes performance. She is in great condition and a real looker Carbon
Fiber Thermoplastic with gorgeous Precision hand welded triangle. If you could take her for a
ride. The acceleration and braking is unlike anything else. She shifts gears like a fine Swiss
watch. Shreds hills with ease. And she stops so quickly will make your eyes pop out. Here is a
training video for bicycle dealers put out by GT in She just completed a full tune up You will
love riding it and your biking friends will be envious. She is ready to hit the trail. Or hang on

your wall. You and your friends will be pleasantly surprised when you take your first ride and
you leave them eating your dust If you want one of the coolest looking. Unique Carbon Fiber full
suspension bike. It is a 16" frame and these bikes were state of the art back when they first
came out. Ridden less than 25 miles. The bike is a mix of new and vintage parts as follows:
New: Alpha Q Carbon riser handlebar. Thomson Elite stem. Cane Creek headset. Shimano
sealed cartridge bottom bracket. Rock Shox Judy SL fork with upgraded coil springs. XT Rear
derailleur. XT Rapid-fire shifter pods. Real brake levers. XTR V-brakes. XTR crank. XT 8 speed
cassette. Kore Elite II stem The bike currently does not have a front derailleur installed. But the
cable is internally routed for one. This bike is in amazing condition. Frame is Carbon fiber
bonded to aluminum"lugs" with the iDrive design of rear suspension. Size is"small" I measured
This bike has barely been ridden and shows very few signs of wear beside some dust.
Meticulously maintained and cared for, always stored indoors. Chainstay, rear shock, and
headset have always been covered with lizard skins included and are perfect underneath i took
them off for the pics Barely any scratches or wear marks anywhere! Almost all wear marks are
shown in pictures and include: scrape on the bottom of driveside crank arm, some decal
peeling on the first"S" of STS on All XTR M 9x3 speed components are in near perfect condition
and function amazingly. This bike has been sitting unused for many years, and the tires are
cracking from old age despite have lots of tread. I think one is still the original tire! Here are the
components, straight from Bikepedia, far as I can see, everything is the same except the rear
tire. Triple-clamp crown Rear Shock 4. International Buyers Here is a training video for bicycle
dealers put out by GT in She just completed a full tune up and is ready to launch. You will love
riding it and your biking friends will be envious. You probably already know how awesome this
thermoplastic frame is. GT was way ahead of the curve, and this bike was top of the line back in
its day. I think this is a frame, but please don't hold me to it. I bought this frame about two years
ago and built it out using high end parts. I also started doing triathlons about the same time, so
I've spent all my free time on my TT bike and only ended up riding this bike on the trail about
four or five times. Just to note, if I was going to build it out again, I would have taken the time to
run the cables internally, but I had somebody mount the fork for me since I didn't have the tools
and was too lazy to take it off to get access. Frame- ? There are no decals on the frame. And
there are a few scratches here and there, but everything is in great shape considering its age.
I'm happy to ship this bike to wherever you want as long as you pay for it. I've shipped bikes
before using shipbikes. The buy it now option disappears after the first bid, so use it before it's
gone. Please let me know if you have any questions. I'll tr. Almost all GT Thermoplastic men's
26 inch bicycle. With Vuelta wheels and Michelin tires. Bike has Rock Shox. Headset made by
Kore, brakes and cranks are Shimano, handlebars by Profile. Item sold as is with winning bidder
paying for shipping. Item must be paid for within 5 days of bid ending. Thank you. SPIN Wheels.
Great Racing Machine! In the late 90's. GT made their first thermoplastic full suspension
bicycles. This bicycles were originally designed for downhill in the late 90s. This awesome
bicycle is equipped with all the original components as it came from the factory. I had beautiful
restored. Kept it in my garage for many years getting dust, now it's your chance to be a proudly
owner of these famous Made in USA classic bicycle. The only thing that it was hard to find was
the original saddle, so I change to a Selle Italia Flite with titanium rails. Bike doesn't come the
Carbon tri-spoke Spin Wheels, they are not included Contact me if you may have any questions.
I am trying to describe the bike as accurate as possible. This is the real deal. I built this bike in
using all Shimano XTR components. Shifters, crank, brakes, wheel hubs and front and rear
derailers. Marzocchi mm forks, Fox float RC Shock. It has Mavic X wheels, Kore lite seat post,
Kooka steering stem, Protaper handle bars and new tubes and tires. After the build I rode it a
few times and put it in storage due to my interest c
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hange. It is in near perfect condition and it rides, handles, shifts and brakes perfect. Single bolt
setback, Classic, antique and near extinct parts to popular components and accessories. We
have been selling bicycle parts on eBay since We are always adding to our inventory. We
respect your privacy. We do not share information with anyone. We are striving toward 5 star
services so please leave us a positive rating. We look forward to making you one of our happy
customers. We greatly appreciate your business. Payment for this auction must be made within
7 days of purchase. We will relist the item if payment has not been received. So please pay
promptly. Hanebrink Super Light front suspension. Z-6 Suspension is still installed in carbon
thermoplastic GT bike and will be removed upon sale. NOTE: No handlebars. Please ask
questions. Shipping is a flat Galaxy Headquarters. Made with in Austin, TX. Lts Gt sts bike white

bros fork carbon team mountain This is a very lightly used gt Sts bike.

